
Thin Pig Media (TPM) is a full service boutique marketing agency with extensive expertise 
in the hospitality and entertainment industries with offices in Los Angeles and Seattle. We 
offer our clients a wide range of services, including traditional media, digital media, and social 
media marketing.
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SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
Thin Pig Media has been helping our customers develop and engage their on-line communities since 2009.  The 
platforms may come and go, but our philosophy has remained the same: We are dedicated to helping our clients 
build online communities and maximize ROI by increasing revenues, digital equity and customer service. 

PLATFORM CUSTOMIZATION 
Many consumers now prefer researching a company via their Facebook page as opposed to their website. It is critical that your branding on 
Social Media accurately represents, amplifies and supports brand consistency with your website. 

ACTIVE MANAGEMENT 
Many companies do not have the time or manpower to manage their social channels. And social shouldn't just be someone's part time job at the end 
of the day.  Active, profitable engagement that elevates your brand requires effort and strategy. Our team of full time experts will provide professional 
management for your voice at a fraction of the cost of a full time employee. 

SOCIAL ADVERTISING 
Advertising or promoting posts on social media channels offers a very cost effective and targeted avenue to build and engage your audience.
Special Projects. Many of our clients over the years have called upon us to assist with their special projects. Whether it is hotel weekend giveaway, a partnership with a professional sports 
team or even a photo contest, we can visualize, strategize and execute with outstanding results. 

REPUTATION MANAGEMENT 
TPM will monitor consumer reviews on select review sites (all optional and based on client preferences).  Based on the client’s direction, TPM Social 
Media Managers will respond to 50-75% of 4 and 5 star reviews, 100% of 1, 2, & 3 star reviews. Working with assigned client personnel, the TPM 
Social Media Manager will discuss how you would like to respond to specific types of reviews and posts as well as an escalation path for any that 
fall outside the range of standard posts.  Strategy around post responses and improving ranking on the various sites will be fine-tuned as we 
learn and strategize with client.
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DIGITAL MEDIA MARKETING
Digital Media is now an essential element of a successful marketing strategy: responsive, versatile, and capable of
building brand awareness and engagement while driving response and purchase behavior. 
Online advertising campaigns are able to target consumers at any point in the sales cycle with a level of interaction
that today’s consumers demand, and which no other channel can deliver. Advertising online can build new levels 
of brand engagement and advocacy. It has the potential to generate immediate word-of-mouth for targeted 
audiences to an extent not available through other media, and instantly impact purchase behavior. 

SEO/PPC
Many businesses do not take the basic simple steps to make sure their website is optimized for maximum reach. Search engines algorithms 
change on a frequent basis; you need a partner who can keep up to ensure your website is performing. Purchasing search terms also requires 
a thorough analysis and strategy to maximize your marketing dollar. TPM will create and manage your campaign to maximize your ROI. 

DISPLAY AD CREATION / STRATEGY
We have talented graphic designers who are capable of short turn around on vir tually any medium. Our digital advertising platform can manage 
campaigns on Facebook, LinkedIn, and every major website and ad network in existence. 

WEBSITE DESIGN
Your website is your storefront these days, and while attractive design is important, functionality is more than skin deep. The user experience and how 
the site interacts with search engines are equally important components of superior website design. A quality website is engineered to maximize 
communication, search-ability and conversion.

EMAIL MARKETING
Continue the dialogue with your customer base and share your expert knowledge with an eNewsletter. We create engaging and attractive emails 
that save you time and money, while optimizing open and click-through-rates (CTR).
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TRADITIONAL MEDIA MARKETING
While we were born as a digital company, our clients came to us again and again to develop traditional campaigns
that complimented their digital efforts. As a result, we are now a full service marketing agency that can handle just
about any need you have. From campaign strategy to planning and media buying, we will drive your campaign and
seamlessly connect it to your digital efforts. 

STRATEGY
Our team works to understand your business and ideal customers and guests. Together we will help establish goals around each campaign 
and create the strategy to attract your target customers. There are many different media channels and various options within each channel.

PLANNING
Once the overall strategy is in place, our team creates a comprehensive media plan that considers the available platforms (TV, radio, print, out of home), 
target markets, and budget. This plan will be a detailed outline that establishes spend, timing and expected results for each campaign. We utilize 
software to evaluate each media and lay out the campaign plan for the appropriate time frame. A detailed budget will outline the estimated 
dollars allocated.

MEDIA BUYING
Through an extensive network of established media relationships, our media buyers will place orders with the appropriate sources according to 
the plan. In an ongoing process,  TPM's media buyers constantly ensure that the correct advertisements are run as ordered. If needed we modify 
the buy based on changes in the media plan, or new compelling marketing opportunities that come to light. Each month we prepare a detailed 
report that includes spend for each category, spend by specific media, and 'value added' we were able to negotiate on behalf of our clients.
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